




Paul
Sticky Note
Accepted set by Paul

Burler
Sticky Note
It seems cWarren cannot read paragraph 6 either though this childish smirking statement is likely to be authored by 'Boy Wonder Nolan' part time solicitor to the Fire Authority...

Paul
None set by Paul

Bugler
Confirmation that a Rule B1 Ordinary pension payment is prohibited by law in this case.



      

              
   

         
            
            

 

     
                

      
              

             
       

          
         

             
           

                
               

            

                  
              

           
               
         

              
           

            

                
        

Bugler
Sticky Note
This is poorly drafted in effect a double negative.By a decision of the Fire Authority FSV-FG  became entitled to a Rule B3 pension and by consequences thererof a Rule B4 Injury Award.He was thus precluded from receiving a Rule B1 Ordinary pension.

Paul
Sticky Note
Marked set by Paul

Bugler
This is correct but then this 'scenario' did not apply to this case.

Bugler
A reaffirmation of his Rule B3 Pension entitlement and by legal consequences a Rule B4 pension also.



     

             
                

           

           

                  
            

       

                
  

              

                 
         

             

                 

  

                 

                   
   

    

           

                
    

   

 

             

               

             

                   
              

   

                
   



the amount of the ill-health pension is that of the notional retirement pension. 
(2) The notional retirement pension Is to be calculated by reference to the person's actual average 
pensionable pay 

4. S1 129 1992 specifies a 83 'ill-health' pension as compensation for loss 
of future rank, salary, and a higher pension denied those forced into 
early retirement by reason of ill health. 

Appendix 1 is an extract of SI 129 1992 Part B Personal Awards (Pages 16 and 17). 
I am unable to see any reference in the Statutory Instrument to this being 
compensation for loss of future rank, salary, and a higher pension denied those 
forced into early retirement by reason of ill health. 

I would advise you these issues were raised (as I believe you are aware) by another 
retired member of staff with the Pensions Ombudsman who has confirmed that there 
is no grounds for this construct. 

5. 51 129 1992 prohibits payment of a 81 pension to a person awarded a 
83 pension. 

81 (c) states "does not become entitled to an ill-health award under rule 83" which 
appears to prevent a member from receiving a rule 81 pension who has been 
awarded an ill-health pension under ru le 83. 

However, as stated in my response to Question 3 above, particularly in reference to 
"paragraph 5 that advises' that the restriction on pensionable service and any ill 
health enhancement awarded. The restriction is such that a higher pension than 
would have become payable had the member retired normally on account of age i.e. 
at age 55 and become entitled to an ordinary pension. 

At retirement you had 35 years 285 days pensionable service. Your pension was 
calculated as an ordinary pension under regulation 81 as follows:fl 

6. I was retired on the grounds of ill health and awarded a 83 pension. 
am paid a B 1 pension - Why? 

Please refer to response to Question 5. 

Bugler
This is the nub of the legal argument. The key words in Rule 5 are "is" and "by reference to" which the LFRS and TPO choose to ignore/avoid by not commenting upon and choosing the path which supports the saving of money for their Pension Scheme. This is a fraudulent act...The plain fact of the matter is that they cannot either read of understand the Law but having painted themselves into a legal corner what else can they do?Try being honest?

Paul
Highlight

Paul
Highlight

Bugler
This is another fraudulent act by cWarren by denying the existence of the 1992 Home Office Commentary, which he was aware of because he substituted the 1992 Commentary for the 2008 Guidance(for the 2006 Pension Scheme) which he supplied to TPO King in the Bugler case he refers to in the next paragraph, where in joint complicity they denied that such a set of circumstance could exist in SI129 law.King was not a lawyer and was an unqualified civil servant , an embarrassment, who the government ultimately sacked.  

Bugler
Suddenly that particular penny drops the word "appears" says it all. It does not 'appear' it is the Law plain and simple...

Paul
Highlight

Bugler
Next, in rowing rapidly backwards, comes the law according to cWarren.A blinding flash of inspiration in which he avoids all the facts of Law and settles for his version of why, unlawfully the LFRS are paying disabled FSV-FG the wrong pensions...

Bugler
The Pension Law according to clerk WarrenSo let us forget all about the Law which I do not understand in any event and settle for the fact that I am always right...

Bugler
CWarren cannot get more inventive than he has already been and simply falls back on this 'lame duck' response.All of which confirms than the LFRS driven by cWarren's arrogance in particular could not bring himself to obtain a Barrister's Opinion because if he had done so these series of entrapping questions would have driven him to attempt to misquote from such an 'Opinion' which would immediately have  brought him into  conflict with the LFRS's own independent Barristers ...and that would have been taking mendacity a step too close to the 'Dock'.



Bugler
Kenny the former CFO in exculpating himself always had the fall back position where he could always blame his clerk Warren.



Bugler
Such is cWarren's complete  abysmal ignorance of the Law that in a penciled 'Appendix' for which there is no cross reference in the main text  he  includes the documents taken from the Indices  but fails to include the relevant unabridged  'Schedules' to the Statutory Instrument.



    
             

           

   

              
           

                
              

                   
              

 

           

                  
           

                
   

  

              
                 

          

           

                 
            

       

                
  

  

               
          

         

     

           

          

                 

             
               

  

                  
      

               
               

              
            

     

 




